STIMMING /SUBSTITUTION

Autism Arts Festival (slight return)

I don't stim much – I think that was driven out of me as a child, but I still play with my hair,
especially when I'm stressed, and I like to always have a plectrum in the ticket pocket of my
jeans at all times. I like to feel the shape at different times in the day. I check it's there and feel
wrong if it's not there. It reminds me of home and playing my guitars. Playing repetitive patterns
on the guitar is another stim substitute thing for me, and I've used the same brand of pick for
nearly 40 yrs. Autistic, innit.

Accessorise your autistic child
Autism Today, the National
Autism Society's magazine,
is propped up by adverts
for car restraints,
indestructible furniture and
special schools. I don't
know if my attitude to these
things would be different if I
had to look after a kid
having a meltdown, but I
find them disturbing. I
would have a meltdown if
someone tried to put me
into one of those restraints,
which look like animal
harnesses. The furniture
looks like stuff you'd find in a prison, I imagine the special
schools are full of it. It's weird that it's advertised and sold as
something positive. I find it dehumanising.

Autism and therapy
I work as a psychotherapist, meaning that people come
to me and I help them sort out their problems. Some of
my clients are neurodivergent, I don't know how that
came about, maybe they are people who struggle more
than most because they are disabled. I wonder if other
therapists see a significant proportion of neurodiverse
clients too.
My approach to working with autistic clients is
something like this: there's nothing wrong with being
autistic or neurodivergent; you may have problems that
anybody might have and we can try and work them out;
you may be suffering from disablism and/or other
intersections of oppression; let's try and find ways in
which you can thrive. This approach comes from my
knowledge of the social model of disability.
I try and keep up with current clinical knowledge and
research so that I can offer a good quality service. I
have been really shocked by the clinical literature on
autism in therapy. There are different theories about
how to work with autistic people but most of them
support a medical model, and there is a lot of curebie
practice out there. I think this pathologises people, it
makes clients feel as though they are wrong, at fault,
when they may already be suffering and vulnerable. It
is an abuse of power. Shit theories of autism,
transmitted through powerful medical institutions, is
one of the ways in which disablist attitudes are
reproduced.
If you are autistic and considering therapy, don't be
afraid to ask your therapist about how they understand
and treat autistic/neurodivergent people. If you get a
bad feeling from their answers, tell them, complain to
their organisation or professional body, and find
someone who is more equipped to listen to and
understand you.

CARING - UPDATE
Things have improved for me as a carer
somewhat since the last issue because
I've been in touch with LGBT Carers,
based in Hackney. They have been
helping me and they might help you too.
Visit www.lgbtcarers.org.uk

I was excited when I heard about this 2 day event – it
seemed like it was building on the beginnings of
acknowledging adult autistic reality at Autismcon, and it
was something new. When I looked at it more closely I
was disappointed that much of it was aimed at families
(sssss!), but it generally still seemed good. We couldn't
make both days so opted for the Saturday. I had been to
a weird kind of autistic cabaret evening at the Tea House
Theatre in Vauxhall a couple of years before, called Stim
Rock Express and I was expecting something similar to
that. It wasn't perfect, but it was fun, and a good start –
just autistic people doing their thing – idiosyncratic,
possibly oblique or even opaque, but messy and real,
the way I like things! What the festival presented was
more like a 'we're as good as you' event, I think for the
NT audience. It seemed fragmented and sanitised, there
was no sense of who the programmers were – the acts
were not really introduced or contextualised. The fact
that it was spread over 3 or 4 different spaces on the
soulless campus the University of Kent didn't help with
the cohesion of the event. There were audiences for the
shows, but they seemed to evaporate into the ether
afterwards. The one open cafe was crowded and stuffy,
and shared with the more numerous delegates of an
academic conference, so there was no kind of
community thing going on. It didn't feel like a 'by autistic
people for autistic people' thing and probably wasn't
intended as such. Some of these criticisms feel a bit
mean, it wasn't all bad, but really it felt like a missed
opportunity, and that opportunity might not be repeated.

SYSTEMATIZING CAN BE FUN
I’ve

never read Lorna Wing, but
*NEWSFLASH* - there are definitely more than
four types of autistic person - I mean,
Charlotte, Kay and I came up with at least 20 in
a few minutes - these are the best ones:
goretistic - enjoys splatter films
vorticistic - lives strictly according to the philosophy of

Wyndham Lewis
taughtistic - has learned autistic behaviour from
siblings, peers or online tests
fauxtistic - pretends to be autistic to be ‘cool’
boretistic - seeks out special interests that nobody else
finds interesting
floortistic - refuses to stand up, or alternatively is
always dancing
mort’distic -fascinated with death, dresses in the gothic
trend
moretistic - never satisfied
naughtistic - naughty, uncontrollable, “challenging”
haughtistic - superior and condescending
nordistic - fascinated with Scandinavian culture,
speaks with a fake accent
scoretistic - very competitive and number-orientated
gnawtistic - will try to eat anything
fwoartistic - sexually alluring
wartistic - aggressive, enjoys watching the History
Channel

No 5 - DAMON SMITH
In October 2016 19 yr old Damon left a fake bomb (complete
with ball bearings but non-functioning explosives) in a
rucksack at North Greenwich tube station as a Halloween
prank. Portrayed in the media as a weapons-obsessed former
altar-boy, and 'sympathetic to Islam' with an interest in bombs
from an early age, he had even less chance of going free than
others I've included in this feature in previous issues. In May
2017 it took a jury two hours to find him guilty of 'making or
possessing an explosive substance with intent to endanger
life'. The only positive is that he wasn't charged under the
Terrorism Act, but even so he was sentenced to 25 years!!

